Migration of neuronal precursor cells from the external germinal layer (EGL) to the internal granular layer (IGL) is a crucial process in the development of the mammalian cerebellar cortex. These cells make up the only precursor population known to migrate away from the surface of the brain. We studied the role of the chemokine stromal-derived factor 1 (SDF-1) in the cerebellar tissue of rats and knockout mice and found (i) that it functions as an attractive guidance cue for neuronal migration and (ii) that its secretion from non-neuronal meningeal tissue is important for controlling the migration of embryonic EGL cells.
Migration of neuronal precursor cells from the external germinal layer (EGL) to the internal granular layer (IGL) is a crucial process in the development of the mammalian cerebellar cortex. These cells make up the only precursor population known to migrate away from the surface of the brain. We studied the role of the chemokine stromal-derived factor 1 (SDF-1) in the cerebellar tissue of rats and knockout mice and found (i) that it functions as an attractive guidance cue for neuronal migration and (ii) that its secretion from non-neuronal meningeal tissue is important for controlling the migration of embryonic EGL cells.
SDF-1 was first noted for its role in leukocyte chemotaxis 1,2 . Notably, mice lacking SDF-1, and its receptor CXCR4, have been found to have a similar cerebellar phenotype: cerebellar granule cells appear prematurely in the internal layers of the embryo [3] [4] [5] . This suggests that SDF-1 is either directly or indirectly involved in positioning the EGL cells [3] [4] [5] . The precise role of SDF-1 in EGL migration is not yet known 6,7 -the effects of SDF-1 on embryonic EGL cells have never been tested. The migration of dissociated cells from the postnatal IGL in a Transwell assay 8 suggests that both SDF-1 and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) are attractants for the IGL cells and that Eph-Ephrin signaling inhibits the IGL response to SDF-1. Postnatal IGL cells are derived from EGL cells that have migrated internally and differentiated, and are no longer identical to embryonic or postnatal EGL cells. Because the phenotype of SDF-1 knockout mice is determined during embryogenesis, it is important to investigate the role of SDF-1 in guiding the migration of embryonic EGL cells.
We first used immunohistochemistry to examine the distribution of the SDF-1 protein in the rat cerebellum (Fig. 1) . SDF-1 was present in both the embryonic and the postnatal meninges ( Fig. 1a and b) . The staining with antibody against SDF-1was done by adding exogenous SDF-1 protein (data not shown). The presence of SDF-1 in the meninges is consistent with a role for SDF-1 in guiding the migration of EGL cells. CXCR4 is expressed in the neuroepithelium, rhombic lip and EGL of the embryonic and postnatal cerebellum 3, 8, 9 .
The phenotype of SDF-1 knockout mice may indicate an indirect role for SDF-1 in regulating the environment through which the neurons can migrate 3, 4 . In the nervous system, a single molecule can be either an attractant or repellant, depending on the cell types and intracellular environments of the responding neurons 10 . SDF-1 serves as either an attractant or a repellant for T lymphocytes 11 . To test for a potential role of SDF-1 in EGL migration, we co-cultured embryonic rat EGL explants with aggregates of control human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells or HEK cells expressing SDF-1. Control HEK cells did not attract or repel embryonic EGL cells (Fig. 2a) , but HEK cells expressing SDF-1 did (Fig. 2b) . HEK cells expressing the chemokine RANTES could neither attract nor repel EGL cells (Fig. 2g) , indicating that embryonic EGL cells specifically responded to SDF-1 as a chemoattractant. To rule out the possibility that there were indirect effects of SDF-1 expression in HEK cells, we tested the activity of purified proteins by embedding the protein of interest in a collagen block. Embryonic EGL cells were attracted by collagen blocks embedded with the SDF-1 protein (Fig. 2i) , but not toward control collagen blocks (Fig. 2h) . These results show that SDF-1 protein can directly attract embryonic EGL cells. By contrast, postnatal EGL cells were neither attracted nor repelled by SDF-1 (Fig. 2l) .
Based on the phenotype of SDF-1 knockout mice, it has been previously suggested that SDF-1 acts by inhibiting neuronal differentiation 4 . A second hypothesis is that SDF-1 increases cell adhesion and thus immobilizes EGL cells 3 . Both of these suggestions predict that SDF-1 would inhibit EGL migration, contrary to our finding of EGL migration toward SDF-1. Because our data indicate that SDF-1 is an attractant made by the meninges, the mouse knockout phenotype can now be interpreted as evidence for an essential in-vivo role of SDF-1 in attracting EGL cells towards the meninges, and thereby anchoring them.
A recent study uses the Transwell assay to examine neuronal migration 8 . This assay is not ideal for studying neuronal guidance because neurons isolated from postnatal IGL are dissociated and placed in a chamber, separated from SDF-1 and BDNF by a filter. The number of IGL cells that migrate across the filter is used as a measure of chemoattraction, and as both SDF-1 and BDNF increased the number of cells that migrate, it was concluded that SDF-1 and BDNF are both chemoattractants for IGL cells 8 . Although chemoattraction cannot be ruled out, an alternative interpretation is that there was an increase in cell motility. Our explant co-culture assays, by contrast, measured the ratio of cells in the proximal and distal parts of the explants and are thus better indicators of chemoattraction.
Although it was known that SDF-1 is expressed in the meninges and exogenous SDF-1 attracts embryonic EGL cells, it was not known whether endogenous SDF-1 is the major attractant in the Fig. 3a and c) . The absence of the SDF-1 gene in the knockout mice eliminated the attractive activity in the meninges (Fig. 3b and c) . These results demonstrate that the endogenous SDF-1 is either the only or the predominant attractant in the meninges. Embryonic EGL cells were actually repelled by meninges from mice lacking SDF-1 (Fig. 3c) , indicating that there is a repellant in the meninges distinct from SDF-1 and that endogenous SDF-1 predominates over the endogenous repellant in the embryonic meninges. In summary, SDF-1 functioned as a chemoattractant secreted from the meninges. It was present in both embryonic and postnatal meninges; it attracted embryonic but not postnatal EGL cells; and it did not act as a repellant for EGL cells. Crucially, the absence of a functional SDF-1 gene in mice led to the absence of the attractive activity for the embryonic EGL cells in the meninges. Our work therefore shows that the predominant, if not the sole, attractant in the meninges for the EGL cells is the chemokine SDF-1. Our studies with purified SDF-1 protein (Fig. 2i) indicate that it attracts the embryonic EGL cells directly rather than attracting glial fibers or regulating the expression of other direct attractants in the meninges. This evidence for chemokine guidance of neuronal migration further supports our recent proposal of a fundamental conservation of guidance mechanisms for cells as distinct as neurons and leukocytes 12, 13 . SDF-1 is expressed in the meninges covering the entire CNS, and it is possible that it also regulates the development or function of other parts of the CNS.
Note: Supplementary material is available on the Nature Neuroscience website.
